**Do bad guys ever finish last?**

By Bob Weitzman

Is it really such a bad guy, as the illustration of a gratuitous M.I.T. would suggest? Judging from the way the campus press has treated him, just maybe.

Greytak has been in the midst of sensitive issues quite often this year, some, such as the side issue opposing student opinion. The Tech has published anti-Greytak cartoons and letters, and a picture of Greytak, at the February faculty meeting made him look sinister. When John Silber, a very visible yet repressive administrator, was a "creature of the faculty," the protessor after class are rarely sincere, and the) make the instruc-

People always have the tendency to identify a person with an issue, thus the real villains behind the grade proposals. So the next time you see Tom Greytak has been in the midst of sensitive issues quite often this year, adding to his already forty faculty members of so many grades have been "currency" for students.

Perhaps the real villains behind the grade proposals are students themselves. The 7'ech(R
couldn't change his name to "Cool Grey," rather than "Down with grade deflation." But is Greytak the only bad guy behind the recent policy recommendations?

Concerning grade defla-

Zannetos, a Professor in the Sloan School of Manage-

eering, teaches at MIT. How can a "smart Madison Avenue agent could do to the world, clutching his Eastman 910 while an un-

Several students favoring a toughening of the grading policy, as if to leave any doubts about their concern for M.I.T.'s im-
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"currency" for students.

These sources called grades "currency" for students.

in the eyes of the business world, these sources called grades "currency" for students.

Thus he.

the important February faculty meeting.

"currency" for students.

was a "creature of the faculty." Although many faculty members were against the grade proposals, several professors spoke for them at the meeting, saying they didn't understand.
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